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Dirck van Baburen (1592/93–1624) ranks among the most influential Dutch followers of the
famous Italian painter Caravaggio. After concluding his training in his native Utrecht, Van
Baburen traveled to Italy where he would remain for about eight years. The young artist
enjoyed great success there, working for such major patrons as Vicenzo Giustiniani and the
Spanish diplomatic representative to the Papacy, Pietro Cussida. Upon Van Baburen’s return
to Utrecht in late 1620, he established himself as one of that city’s major painters by producing
engaging work that combined innovative subject matter and appropriations of contemporary
Italian art. Franits’s monograph is the first major study of the artist in nearly 50 years. It
consists of a lengthy introduction that explores Van Baburen’s development as an artist and
the reception of his work among contemporaries, followed by a comprehensive catalogue
raisonné of his 42 authentic paintings, the 29 associated with the artist and/or his workshop,
approximately 200 rejected works, 18 that are lost, and lastly, 5 drawings that have been linked
to Van Baburen directly or related to his paintings. Consequently, this book provides a much-
needed reassessment of Van Baburen’s oeuvre, addressing, for example, new pictures that
have appeared on the art market in recent decades and exploring his hitherto understudied yet
critical Italian period.
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Ruurs, R.: Saenredam. The Art of Perspective
1987 – 228 pp., 37 fig.  € 166,40
Oculi, 1.
In this book three issues are discussed which all concern the history of perspective and pertain
to the work of the 17th-century artist Pieter Saenredam, best known for his paintings of church
interiors.

The book opens with an introduction on central perspective, followed by a discussion of the
relationship between central perspective and freehand drawing, in which the concept of
‘implicit curvilinear perspective’ is introduced.

In the next chapter Saenredam’s construction technique is examined in detail. It explores, for
example, how and why Saenredam combined distant point perspective with costruzione
legittima abbreviata in one and the same drawing. The investigation of his methods is centered
around the construction drawings Saenredam made by rule and compass.

The final section of the book deals with the means by which Saenredam acquired his
knowledge of perspective.

ÍNDICE: Introduction — I. Central Perspective — II. Saenredams’ firts Church Interior:
Wide-Angle Distortions — III. The Constructions — IV. Sources of Saenredram’s knowledge
of Perspective — Notes — Appendix — The construction drawings — Bibliography —
Glossary — Plates — Index.

Kodera, T.: Vincent van Gogh. Christianity versus Nature
1990 – xii + 283 pp., 120 fig., 8 lám.col.  € 192,40
Oculi, 3.
This book analyzes the deeper meaning of recurring themes in van Gogh’s œuvre, such as the
sower, the sun and the sunflower, against the religious background of his time. It traces the
conflict between Christianity and nature that underlies the process of substitution of natural
for Christian symbols which we find in van Gogh’s œuvre. The author has made a careful
inventory of the principal motifs in van Gogh’s œuvre and studied the ways in which these
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have been combined and manipulated. By this method it can be demonstrated, not only that
initially van Gogh uses explicitly Christian motifs such as the church spire, but also that their
function is later taken over by motifs from nature like the sun and the starry night. Kôdera
discusses the meaning of these symbols and quotes extensively from contemporary material
and from van Gogh’s letters to show how this process of naturalization was influenced by
specific artistic sources such as French Naturalist novels and Japanese prints.

ÍNDICE: Foreword — Introduction — 1. Dominocratie: Van Gogh and the theologians’
culture in nineteenth-century Holland — 2. The Church versus the sun: substitution of motifs
— 3. Light in the darkness: survival of a Christian concept — 4. Japan as primitivistic utopia:
Van Gogh’s japonist portraits — 5. “In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread”: diggers in
the oeuvre of Van Gogh — 6. Christianity versus nature: Emile Zola’s La faute de l’abbé
Mouret — 7. Conclusion: triumph and defeat of nature — Notes — Appendix I: Chronological
tables — Appendix II: Zionskapel in the Barndesteeg: Van Gogh as a Sunday school teacher
— Selected bibliography — List of illustrations — Index.

Goodman, E.: Rubens. The Garden of Love as Conversatie a la Mode
1992 – x + 250 pp., 66 fig.     € 192,40
Oculi, 4.
This book is a comprehensive, interdisciplinary study of Rubens’s celebrated painting in the
Prado, popularly known as the Garden of Love, but more properly termed Conversatie à la
mode or Conversatie van joffrs (young women). Goodman demonstrates that the Conversatie
embodies ideas on manners, patterns of courtship, and general social interaction of polite
society, of which Rubens was a conscious and prominent member. The picture reflects
Rubens’s taste for gallantry, honnêteté, and la mode, concepts propagated in Parisian salons,
the courtesy literature generated by them, and tracts on fashion. It also mirrors the painter’s
personal interest in French avant-garde writers, such as Théophile de Viau, Tristan l’Hermite,
and Jean-Louis Guez de Balzac, whose amatory themes, metaphorical language, and natural
settings parallel the Conversatie. The painting uses images and conventions analogous to
those in love lyrics and tracts on female beauty. Specifically, Rubens draws on an international
convention of the iconography of beautiful women conceived in Franco-Flemish popular
prints of the 1630s; many of these and other society engravings are reproduced here for the
first time. This new reading of the Conversatie à la mode in its artistic, social, cultural, and
literary framework will apeal not only to Rubens specialists and art historians but also to
students of 17th-century society and culture at large.

ÍNDICE: Preface — 1. Conversatie à la mode, Conversatie van joffrs, or Garden of Love:
Choosing amoung the titles — 2. Garden of Love: Establishing the pictorial contexts — 3. La
Mode: Making the French connection — 4. Conversatie: Incorporating the theory of pleasure
and leisure — 5. A la mode: Presenting fashionable ladies and gentlemen — 6. Conversatie
van joffrs: Idealizing the coquette — 7. Garden of Love: Relating the lady to the landscape
— 8. Conversatie: Poeticizing the painting — 9. The Conversatie à la mode: Showing the
society at play — Notes — Selected bibliography — List of illustrations — Index.
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Falkenburg, R. L.: The Fruit of Devotion. Mysticism and the Imagery of Love
in Flemish Paintings of the Virgin and Child, 1450-1550
1994 – x + 244 pp., 84 fig.  € 166,40
Oculi, 5.
Against the background of the wide-spread ‘love’ spirituality of the late Middle Ages, the
book takes as its central theme the ‘taste’ metaphor which appears in paintings featuring the
Virgin and Child, belonging to the genre of the Andachtsbild. The first chapter describes the
use of fruit and flowers as sensory presentations to the Christ Child. The author traces the
origin of this motif and explains how the consumption of fruit and the smelling of flowers point
to symbolic connotations of love, virtuousness and the suffering of Christ. While the second
chapter focuses on ‘taste’ metaphors in late medieval devotional tracts about spiritual Gardens
of Love, the third chapter deals with the role of gustative imagery in late medieval religious
experience in general. Special attention is paid to meditational prayers in Books of Hours and
song texts.

In the final chapter the author gives an iconological interpretation of the ‘taste’ metaphor in
a whole range of contemporary Virgin and Child Andachtsbilder, explaining that the fragrance
and flavour imagery is intended to induce the viewer, through meditation on the image, to
identify emphatically with Christ.

ÍNDICE: Preface — Fragrance and flavour – allusions to the undepictable — The godliness
of ‘taste’: literary witnesses — Metaphors of consumption in the religious language of love
of late Middle Ages — Taste metaphors in late medieval devotional paintings — Notes —
Bibliography — List of illustrations — Index.

Homburg, C.: The Copy Turns Original. Vincent van Gogh and a New
Approach to Traditional Art Practice
1996 – vii + 250 pp., 89 fig., 9 lám.col.  € 166,40
Oculi, 6.
At St.-Rémy, in 1889-90, without his usual contacts and confined to a hospital, van Gogh
produced a series of painted copies of work by other artists. We usually attribute these to
therapy for his isolation and pass over them in considering his œuvre. Homburg’s study,
however, concentrates on this category of paintings in which the artist intentionally imitates
an existing composition and reproduces it using his personal form of pictorial language, and
makes claims that such work has true significance for both the artist and the audience.

Van Gogh’s copies form the core of this study. They contribute significantly to the
understanding of the copy at the end of the last century, while at the same time providing
fascinating insights into the work and thought of van Gogh, in particular. Their reception
among contemporaries provides important information about the thinking of the period.

Finally van Gogh’s work is placed in a context of copies by his contemporaries. His activity
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in this area was no isolated incident, but was an influential factor in a development that began
at the end of the 19th century and continued well into the present one.

ÍNDICE: Introduction — Part 1. The copy in historical perspective — Part 2. Van Gogh’s
copies in Saint-Rémy — Part 3. Van Gogh’s copies in a wider context — Notes —
Bibliography — Index.

Janssen, P. H.: Jan van Bijlert (1597/98-1671). Catalogue raisonné
1998 – 400 pp., 305 fig., 8 lám.col.  € 246,50
Oculi, 7.
Jan van Bijlert (1597/98-1671) is best known as one of the Utrecht Caravaggists and is often
ranked with Hendrick ter Brugghen, Gerard van Honthorst and Dirck van Baburen. However,
Van Bijlert is not primarily a Caravaggist painter, he is also a Classicist and a painter of
‘realistic’ Dutch genre scenes and portraits. He was readily inspired by new movements and
developments which is reflected in a remarkable versatility in style and content as well as in
quality. His inspiration comes from Dutch contemporaries such as Abraham Bloemaert and
Gerard van Honthorst, from Italy (Caravaggio, Guido Reni, Orazio Gentileschi) and France
(Simon Vouet).

The Introduction positions Van Bijlert within the Utrecht School and discusses the
appreciation of his work. Chapter One is a short biography of the artist. Chapter Two describes
Van Bijlert’s art and style in the light of his sources of inspiration.

The 204 paintings by Van Bijlert are reproduced and listed with full descriptions, plus a list
of attributed and rejected paintings. The book is complemented by a concordance with
Hoogewerff (1965), a genealogical tree, a bibliography and an Index.

ÍNDICE: Introduction — Chapter I: Biography — Chapter II: The Art of Jan van Bijlert —
Catalogue — Introduction — Biblical and Religious Scenes — Mythology and Classical Antiquity
— Literature and History — Allegorical Themes — Pastoral Representations — Genre Scenes:
Single Figures — Genre Scenes: Groups — Portraits — Prints after Works by Jan van Bijlert —
Copies After Lost Compositions and Paintings in the Style of Jan van Bijlert — Unindentified
Works — Rejected Attributions — Drawings — Appendix I: Documents — Appendix II:
Genealogical Table — Appendix III: Concordance — Plates — Bibliography — Index.

Kilian, J. M.: The Paintings of Karel du Jardin (1626–1678). Catalogue
raisonné
2005 – 498 pp., 229 fig., 32 lám.col.  € 353,60
Oculi, 8.
The Paintings of Karel du Jardin (1626 Amsterdam–Venice 1678) is the first monograph
devoted to this talented and versatile artist. It comprises six chapters outlining Du Jardin’s life,
his reception, his patrons, portraits, history paintings and landscapes, followed by a
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conclusion, a list of documents, and a catalogue raisonné of his approximately 158 autographs
paintings, as well as doubtful and rejected works.

Celebrated in his own lifetime by poets and playwrights, and known primarily for his luminous
Italianate landscape paintings, he also produced a modest number of elegant and
aristocratising portraits of Amsterdam’s patrician and merchant elites, along with stunning
and recondite history paintings.

Never fully studied before, these works have been carefully researched, with much new or
additional provenance, and are discussed in terms of their content and meaning; at times
unusual and innovative. They are set within the context of artistic developments both in the
Netherlands and abroad, as well as Du Jardin’s own life, now fully reconstructed with a wealth
of new archival material, and that of his circle of well-to-do, educated patrons and buyers, who
turned out to share certain notions of civility and honnêteté.

ÍNDICE: Introduction — Chapter I. The Life of the Artist: From Amsterdam’s Ossemarkt to
the ‘Nieuwe’ Keizersgracht — Chapter II: Critical Fortunes: ‘The neatness of his brush….’
— Chapter III: Patrons and Public: ‘Les bourgeois gentilhommes’ — Chapter IV: Portraits:
‘Merchants are commonly ambitious of becoming country gentlemen’ — Chapter V: History
Paintings: Grand Ambitions — Chapter VI: Landscapes: ‘Very pleasant views to delight the
eyes’ — Conclusion — Genealogy — Appendix A: Documents Related to Du Jardin and His
Family — Appendix B: Concordance — Catalogue: Introduction — Catalogue A: Accepted
Works — Catalogue B: Problem Attributions — Catalogue C: Rejected Attributions —
Catalogue D: Paintings Known Only Through Descriptions — Catalogue E: Paintings
Known Only Through Prints — Bibliography — Index of Names and Places — Index of
Present Collections — Index of Previous Owners.

Dickey, S. S.: Rembrandt. Portraits in Print
2004 – 368 pp., 172 fig.  € 187,20
Oculi, 9.
Rembrandt: Portraits in Print is the first monograph devoted to Rembrandt’s etched portraits
of himself and his contemporaries. Between 1633 and 1665, Rembrandt etched less than two
dozen formal portraits, yet this small body of work includes some of his most finely crafted
and widely sought-after prints. Rembrandt depicted influential preachers of the Remonstrant,
Reformed and Mennonite faiths as well as prominent citizens such as the tax administrator Jan
Wtenbogaert, the wealthy connoisseur Jan Six, the physician Arnout Tholinx and the
landscape painter Jan Asselijn. Most of these men participated in a circle of artists, poets and
patrons who thought of themselves as a «Dutch Parnassus.» For this community of art lovers,
the celebration of individual character and accomplishment, in products ranging from
imposing portrait sculptures to witty occasional verses, was a central preoccupation. In this
context, Rembrandt’s portrait prints construct nuanced personal tributes to individuals who
appreciated both their allusive content and their pictorial finesse. At the same time, Rembrandt
had to compete in a market populated by professional printmakers and publishers for whom
celebrity portraiture functioned as a lucrative commodity. In a series of ambitious self-
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portraits, he stakes his claim to artistic excellence and personal fame. This book brings
together contextual evidence such as preparatory studies, inscribed copies, and literary
responses to illuminate the creation and reception of Rembrandt’s etched portraits. His
contribution to graphic portraiture emerges as a unique blend of innovative technique,
thoughtful characterization, emulation of artistic tradition and bold competition with
contemporary trends.

ÍNDICE: Introduction — 1. Leaving Leiden — 2. Burning with Zeal for God — 3. Astraea’s
Own — 4. On the Keizersgracht — 5. Apelles and Apollo — 6. The Brotherhood of Painting
— 7. Parnassus on the Amstel — Epilogue — Notes — Appendix: Poems about Rembrandt’s
Portrait Etchings and Related Portraits — Bibliography — List of Illustrations — Index.

Slatkes, L. J. / W. Franits: The Paintings of Hendrick ter Brugghen (1588-
1629). Catalogue raisonné
2007 – xx + 471 pp., 204 fig., 17 lám.col.  € 353,60
Oculi, 10.
The Paintings of Hendrick ter Brugghen (1588–1629), is the first major study of this important
early seventeenth-century master since Benedict Nicolson’s classic monograph of 1958. It
comprises two chapters that explore ter Brugghen’s development as an artist and the reception
of his work among contemporaries, followed by a truly monumental catalogue raisonné of ter
Brugghen’s 89 authentic paintings, 54 pictures associated with the artist and/or his workshop,
141 rejected works, 42 lost works, and lastly, 10 drawings that have been linked to ter
Brugghen directly or related to his paintings.

Already celebrated during his lifetime, and avidly collected by elite cognescenti in the Dutch
Republic and abroad, ter Brugghen executed a dazzling variety of paintings, ranging from
Bible subjects and saints, to fascinating mythological images, as well as scenes of daily life,
including musicians. Although his knowledge of paintings by Caravaggio that he had seen
during his early sojourn in Rome always remained acute, these experiences were continually
tempered by his awareness of older Northern European artistic traditions and conventions,
with the result that ter Brugghen created pictures whose subject matter and style are
fascinating, and at times, unique.

ÍNDICE: Preface — 1. Hendrick ter Brugghen: A Survey of His Life, Artistic Development,
and Reputation — 2. The Reception of Hendrick ter Brugghen’s Art Among Seventeenth-
Century Audiences — Catalogue Raisonné — Preface  — Guide — Concordance —
Authentic Paintings — Old Testament and Apocrypha — New Testament and Saints —
Ancient History, Mythology, and Allegory — Genre Paintings — Genre Paintings Musicians
— Paintings Attributed to ter Brugghen and His Workshop — Paintings Attributed to ter
Brugghen’s Workshop — Paintings Attributed to the Probably Joint Workshop of ter
Brugghen and van Baburen — Paintings Formally Attributed to, or Associated with, ter
Brugghen, Now Rejected — Lost Paintings — Drawings Attributed to ter Brugghen or Related
to His Paintings — Plates and Figures — Bibliography — Indexes — Names and Paintings
— Present Owners — Previous Owners.
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Jonckheere, K.: The Auction of King William’s Paintings 1713. Elite
International Art Trade at the End of the Dutch Golden Age
2008 – 376 pp., 69 fig., 75 lám.col.     € 260,00
Oculi, 11.
The collection of Stadholder-King William III went under the hammer in Amsterdam on 26
July 1713. Organised by the renowned art collector and agent Jan van Beuningen with the
assistance of Jan Pietersz. Zomer, the foremost Amsterdam art broker, the auction was a virtual
society event attended by a host of Dutch regents, agents and diplomats as well as European
noblemen and princes, including the Elector Palatine Johann Wilhelm, the Elector of Mainz
Lothar Franz von Schönborn, Anton Ulrich Duke of Braunschweig and James Brydges Duke
of Chandos. They were all interested in the pictures from the gallery at Het Loo Palace,
William III’s summer residence. This book sheds new light on the actual auction and its
organisation, placing it within the context of the international trade in art. It explores the links
between culture agents, art brokers, bankers, diplomats, and collectors. The fascinating story
of this public sale serves as a means of analysing the elite international art trade and its
implementation at the end of the Dutch Golden Age. A wide range of previously unpublished
archival material was consulted, making it possible to illustrate all aspects of the international
art trade and the ‘court’ policies of English and German noblemen relating to new acquisitions.
Particular emphasis is placed on the functioning of the diplomatic networks that supplied art
to the high nobility and foreign courts. The majority of the individuals featuring in this study
were previously unknown and thus unstudied. Yet they dealt in sublime masterpieces by
Rubens, Van Dyck, Poussin, Rembrandt and many other leading artists.

Barrett, K.: Pieter Soutman. Life and Œuvre
2012 – xxii + 383 pp., 182 fig., 22 lám.col.     € 353,60
Oculi, 12.
While often cited for his relationship to Pieter Paul Rubens’s studio and his work for the courts
of Sigismund III of Poland and the Orange court of Frederick Hendrik and Amalia van Solms,
Pieter Soutman has never received critical study. Pieter Soutman: Life and œuvre is the first
comprehensive consideration of this understudied painter, draftsman, and printmaker. It
comprises eight chapters that frame Soutman’s training, his movements through the cities and
courts of Antwerp, Warsaw, Haarlem, and The Hague, and his unusual production as a Dutch
artist working in a style associated with Flemish art, followed by a fully researched catalogue
raisonné of Soutman’s paintings, drawings, and prints. With only six signed paintings known,
the catalogue offers an important discussion of the additional 44 pictures associated with
Soutman, nine rejected works, and three copies; of the 38 accepted drawings, 42 lost drawings,
and 21 rejected works; and concludes with catalogue of Soutman’s 193 prints that includes an
inclusive list of states and copies.

Careful research of Soutman’s production additionally sheds new light on artists and patrons
associated with his work. Soutman’s connection to Rubens’s workshop and print production
results in reattribution of paintings and drawings associated with Rubens and Anthony van
Dyck. Recently discovered letters from Soutman to Constantijn Huygens offer a better
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understanding of Soutman’s work for the Orange court and his potential connection to
Rembrandt van Rijn. And by repositioning Soutman within the context of the Haarlem art
market and its Catholic collectors, a better understanding of competition, taste, and networks
of patronage is gained.

ÍNDICE: Introduction — Pieter Soutman and Haarlem — Painting the Town Red, Soutman
as an Antwerp Painter — Effigiavit, Fecit, Invenit, Excudit: Soutman, Rubens, Print
Production — A Dutchman in Sigismund’s Court — City, Church, Court: The Return to
Haarlem — Soutman’s Paper Portrait Galleries — The Business of Style — Commemorating
the Past for the Present — Appendix: Letters to Constantijn Huygens — Catalogue.

* * *


